
 

 

     WAKOLDA, also known as THE GERMAN DOCTOR, is an LVCA 2015 dvd donation to the 

Ligonier Valley Library. Below is Kino Ken’s evaluation of that film. 

 

Argentina   2013   color   93 minutes   subtitled live action feature suspense drama 

Peccadillo Pictures / Historias Cinematograficas Cinemania / CineAr / P&P Endemo / 

Argentina Televisión Federal / Telefel, Distribution Company Sudamericana /  

The Stan Jakubowicz Co. / Hummelfilm / Pyramide Productions / Movie City / 

Wanda Vision S.A.   Producers: Gudny Hummelvoll, Stan Jakubowicz, Axel Kuschevatzky, 

Jose Maria Morales, Lucia Puenzo, and Fabienne Vonier 

 

17 of a possible 20 points                                                                          ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2           Direction: Lucia Puenzo* 

2           Editing: Hugo Primero 

2           Cinematography: Nicolas Puenzo* 

1           Lighting 

1           Screenplay: Lucia Puenzo, based on her 2011 novel 

2           Music: Andres Goldstein, Daniel Tarrab, and Nick Cave 

2           Art Direction: Marcelo Chaves*        Set Decoration: Antonella Pasini*       

             Makeup: Alberto Moccia 

2           Sound: Andres Perugini (Sound Editor), Giselle Chaves, Gigi Chaves (Sound Effects) 

             Sound Recordist: Fernando Soldevila 

             Sound Rerecording / Remixing: Robert Migone, Fernando Soldevila 

             Casting: Maria Laura Berch 

2           Acting 



1           Creativity 

17 total points 

 

Cast: Natalia Oreiro (Eva, Lilith’s mother), Diego Peretti (Enzo, Lilith’s father), 

Alex Brendemuhl* (Josef Mengele), Florencia Bado (j) (Lilith, daughter of Eva and Enzo), 

Elena Roger* (Nora, photographer and Nazi-hunter), Guillermo Pfening* 

(Klaus, a discipline teacher at the German School), Ana Pauls* (Nurse), Alan Daicz 

(Tomas), Abril Brauenstein (Ailin), Juan Martinez (j) (Otto, Lilith’s boyfriend), others 

 

     Using her 2011 novel as foundation for a screenplay, Argentinian director Lucia Puenzo 

fictionally investigates what might have occurred as Nazi fugitive Josef Mengele fled from one 

temporary haven to another during the more than thirty years he spent hiding under fake 

identities in Latin America. Mengele, a proponent of Aryan superman eugenics, was a radical 

experimenter on twin children at the Auschwitz death camp who persisted in practicing 

medicine even after the collapse of his party’s Reich. Puenzo imagines the impact of such 

activity on an unsuspecting family in her native land. 

     Eva has inherited a luxury resort hotel near the town of San Carlos de Bariloche. Her 

husband Enzo is Italian. She herself is German by descent. Their three children are a teenage 

boy, a twelve-year-old girl named Lilith, and a younger brother. As the others finish packing 

supplies into their IKA Estanciera station wagon and prepare to resume an interrupted 

journey through Patagonia, Lilith is being closely observed by a stranger. He notes she is 

unusually small for her age. Just the right size for experimentation with a growth hormone 

previously only tested on animals. 

     The man is Josef Mengele, currently using an assumed name of Helmut Gregor. He gets out 

of his Chevrolet Impala and attempts successfully to ingratiate himself with Lilith, questioning 

her about Wakolda, a doll accidentally dropped to the ground. Further quizzing reveals the 

girl has always been smallest in her classes. When Enzo interrupts their conversation, Helmut 

asks if he might follow them. The road is unfamiliar. Enzo agrees to his tagging along, advising 

him to buy enough food for the day, as there will be no time for breaks if they hope to reach 

their destination before sundown. Bariloche is more than three hundred miles away.  

     A sunny departure is followed by torrential rain. Visibility dwindles down to almost zero. 

So the two drivers pull into a barn. Out of the downpour emerges a distrustful farmer 

carrying a rifle. Enzo asks for permission to overnight there. The property owner grudgingly 

assents, warning he has little food to spare. 

     That night, Lilith sneaks out of bed and renews her dialogue with Gregor. Her father 

interrupts, sending her peremptorily back to a former position beside little brother. She 

doesn’t dare openly defy him. 



     The next day travelers finally reach their goal. At the turnoff to a resort hotel overlooking 

Nahuel Huapi Lake, Gregor takes a temporary farewell of the others. He has nearby lodgings 

already prepared. Lilith’s older brother unfastens a gate, allowing access to a drive leading up 

to their new residence. It looks splendid, at least to children who can’t wait to explore novel 

surroundings. 

     A number of days later, Gregor visits the family, indicating a wish to rent a room in their 

hotel for six months. He pulls out a wad of bills, saying there should be enough to cover the 

cost. Enzo, dumbfounded, gratefully accepts his money. Lilith is pleased, too. The foreigner 

who’s shown so much interest in her will be living with them for a while. Great. 

     Eva enrolls her children in the German School of Bariloche. She had attended classes there 

as a youngster. This institution is run on strict observance of mandatory routines, hardly 

surprising since for many years its director in real life was Erich Priebke, former S.S. 

Hauptsturmführer, according to Wikipedia. Students are expected to speak, sing, write, and 

read German. Posing somewhat of a problem for Lilith and her brother. Eva had never 

demanded they extensively read and write in that language at home.  

     So Lilith is placed in an introductory class, along with other new pupils such as Otto, a boy 

about her own age who befriends her. 

     Academic subjects are not the only ones taught. The German School is also a hothouse for 

Nazi philosophy about Aryan aesthetics, following orders, loyalty to superiors, and allegiance 

to the Motherland. Which is Germany, not Argentina. Lilith, who resembles a dwarf rather 

than a Teutonic warrior maiden, draws a lot of negative attention from classmates. She is 

taunted and shoved around by female peers.  

     Only Otto helps her overcome uncertainties, as when he jumps off a diving board with her. 

If Lilith had her own way, she would exit Mama’s alma mater at the first opportunity and 

never return. Being still a dependent, though, the girl has no choice but to suffer mutely, her 

torments being revealed to Eva only through an intermediary, her tattletale older brother. 

When the woman hears about her daughter being labelled “the dwarf,” she resolves to 

initiate a dangerous course of action.  

     Gregor has already talked to her about an untested growth hormone used exclusively so 

far on animals. He is certain it would quickly add several inches stature to Lilith. This solution 

to social rejection sounds equally attractive to daughter and mother.  

     Eva gives parental approval for injections, telling Gregor she will inform Enzo about them 

later. At a more propitious moment, presumably when he can see positive results himself. 

     Otto gets carried away by adolescent curiosity at a birthday party in the hotel, permitting 

himself a petting session with Lilith which Gregor discovers but refrains from interdicting. His 

own friendship with Lilith is purely based on vocational research: the girl is an examination 

specimen useful solely in determining the effectiveness of his favorite growth hormone.  



     For Lilith, his injection program is somewhat of a game, its secrecy appealing to her love of 

risky behavior. She probably enjoys receiving treatments from the same doctor giving her 

mother medicine for stress headaches.  

     When Otto makes the disastrous error of showing his girlfriend a small stockpile of Nazi 

propaganda books hidden by schoolmates, punishment follows swiftly without warning. 

While a newly menstruating Lilith is pinned to a nearby wall by a husky female student, 

several boys attack Otto in the bathroom, severely pummeling him. The school headmaster 

deals with the matter by expelling Otto for inciting violence, absolving Lilith of any blame and 

sending her back to class. 

     With Otto departed, Lilith has only one confidante remaining at the German School, an 

archivist and photographer named Nora. Energetic and knowledgeable, the researcher adopts 

Lilith as an assistant when she finds the girl visiting the library daily during recess, seeking 

refuge from tormenting peers. An outsider herself, she knows exactly how it feels to be 

alienated from her environment. It is through Nora that Lilith discovers a drawing of a 

Sonnenmensch. Sun Man is huge in height, endowed with powerful, well-developed muscles, 

a Teutonic Superman. Nora tells her fascinated listener some people expect a return of these 

giants. They will break free from subterranean exile and once more walk the earth in broad 

daylight. 

     Lilith fancies herself a female version of those marvels, assuming Gregor’s wonder shots 

will rapidly elevate her to at least normal height. Like most adolescents, she is in a hurry to 

grow up, both physically and socially. In her case, both maturations hinge on the outcome of 

her doctor’s experiments. Or so she believes. 

     Gregor finds Eva just as intriguing when he discovers her to be pregnant with twins. Aha. 

Another providential happening. Twins are ideal for experiments, one serving as control and 

the other as unwitting research subject. An opportunity to revisit practices started at 

Auschwitz death camp is overwhelmingly appealing to the doctor who thoroughly merited his 

appellation “The Angel of Death.” 

     To try to win over Enzo, an inventor specializing in creation of hand-constructed, lifelike 

dolls, Gregor offers to fund a factory which will mass produce porcelain facsimiles of 

Wakolda, Lilith’s favorite. Enzo is tempted, but not persuaded. 

    Lilith expedites matters by secretly supplying Gregor with Enzo’s design plans for the doll. 

Perhaps as reward for her underhandedness, the recipient permits Lilith to accompany 

German School discipline teacher Klaus and himself to a hillside bunker once constructed to 

serve as a Nazi fortification. Klaus explains to his idol that one night a detachment of the 

Argentine Army destroyed it. The pair go underground to inspect the ruins, lamenting a 

common loss. Lilith stays on ground level, awaiting resurgent Sunnenmenschen. They fail to 

appear. Their absence and possible extermination plants a seed of doubt in the girl’s mind. 



Maybe Doctor Gregor and his associates aren’t so wonderful and powerful as she had 

thought.  

     Armed with all necessary details for quantity production of Enzo’s doll, Gregor orders a 

porcelain prototype made. When completed, it is sent to the doctor. He brings the ideal 

model to Enzo for inspection. Its inventor is dumbfounded. The toy even has a perfectly 

functional beating heart. Carried away by a delightful dream of financial security, Enzo grants 

authority to Gregor for large-scale replication. The latter is ecstatic about opportunity to 

populate the world with identical anonymous miniatures, all resembling perfect Teutonic 

tykes with blue eyes and blonde hair. 

     Once the factory is ready for full operation, Gregor schedules a tour for Enzo and Lilith. 

What the visitors see are row upon row of flawless limbs, bodies, and faces, ready for final 

painting and assembling. Enzo is enraptured at this vision of perfection. Gregor, too, is 

exhilarated. Lilith is more entertained by a “living” heart muscle, the only moving element 

visible. 

    Over the course of several months, the adolescent girl does gain a couple vertical inches. 

These come at the expense of a rash. Then fever and hallucinations follow.  

     Enzo, looking for a reasonable cause, begins examining his daughter’s abdomen. His 

inspection discloses telltale needle marks. Enraged, Lilith’s papa rushes to Gregor’s room 

across the hall and pounds on the door like a man gone insane. Once admitted, he wrathfully 

commands the doctor to stay away from Lilith and leave their hotel immediately. Enzo is only 

prevented from choking his guest by an onlooker’s restraining hands. 

     Now Eva’s twins decide the moment has come for their birth. It’s snowing heavily outside. 

A trip to Bariloche for Eva isn’t practical. She’s suffering greatly and in need of urgent medical 

supervision. Gregor claims to have appropriate drugs and a trained nurse at a building just 

down the road. Enzo doesn’t dare refuse the doctor’s assistance. So he and omnipresent Lilith 

accompany Gregor to what resembles a convalescent home. Bandaged patients mutter 

misgivings about their treatment and worry about repercussions from news reports detailing 

Eichmann’s kidnapping. Enzo questions aloud “What kind of a place is this?” It’s certainly no 

veterinary clinic specializing in cattle breeding, though Gregor claimed earlier he was working 

at one.  

     Quickly rounding up necessary supplies and a uniformed nurse, the doctor hastens them 

all back to the hotel. He is about to make another “selection.” Will history repeat itself? 

     THE GERMAN DOCTOR offers viewers thrilling suspense, a coherent story, and complex 

characters. Cinematographer Nicolas Puenzo, the director’s younger brother, showcases 

striking views of coldly indifferent mountains, a placid lake, and treeless wasteland, a 

landscape reminding Gregor of his homeland. Graphic anatomical sketches, courtesy of the 

Art Department headed by Marcelo Chaves, convey accurately the gruesome misalignments 

which thrilled the not-so-good title character. Alex Brendemuhl’s unruffled coolness as Josef 



Mengele / Helmut Gregor conveys the egotistical intelligence and total lack of empathy which 

typified Nazi officials and their henchmen. Guillermo Pfening in the role of Discipline Teacher 

at the German School and Ana Pauls as the nurse dragooned into emergency service at Eva’s 

hotel give impeccable renditions of underlings so mesmerized by authority figures they 

mechanically engage in criminal activity, stifling conscience and ignoring law. Most 

impressive of all is Elena Roger as Mossad agent Nora, an enticing combination of energy, 

sexiness, and brains. It is not just Klaus who finds her bewitching.  

     Lighting is subdued throughout, functional and adequate. Sound recording is fine, with no 

audible mistakes in mixing or adjustments of sound recording levels. The music of  

Andres Goldstein and Daniel Tarrab generates sustained quiet menace, ably reinforced by 

skillful editing that preserves constant forward momentum. That drive yields to a crescendo 

of tuneless, cacaphonic jaggedness at the film’s dramatic climax, an atonal ascent into 

abysmal darkness conjuring blackest imaginable sacrificial rites. Evil triumphant, if only 

temporarily, a most fitting framework for one of Nick Cave’s compositions. 

     Lucia Puenzo’s screenplay highlights the danger of blindly accepting orders from 

individuals presumed to be authoritative possessors of special knowledge. A culture which 

isolates itself from neighbors, reveling in uniqueness and superiority to all others, contains 

elements of overreaching and tunnel vision which ultimately lead to decline and ruin. It is 

better to question and challenge, Lilith learns, than conform and obey. To be different does 

not equate to being inferior. A persistent quest for flawlessness leads nowhere and will never 

end profitably. It is a blueprint for failure, one only a fool or madman will pursue for a 

lifetime. Chasing after that illusion can trigger consequences for others that are abrasive, 

lethal, and irreparable. Misplaced patriotic zeal all too often is simply camouflage for 

persecuting the weak, perceived defectives, and habitual conformists. 

     Many lines of dialogue, albeit truisms, are potent and memorable, as when Enzo points out 

to his daughter that once committed to a program of comparison, there is no end point ever. 

Envy has no goal. 

     THE GERMAN DOCTOR, also known as WAKOLDA, the name Lilith assigned her imperfect 

doll, is officially rated PG-13 by the MPAA. The film is too adult in nature, requiring 

considerable historical background knowledge, for teenagers to appreciate and comprehend. 

It’s highly recommended for adults, who will far better understand its implications. 

     This First Run Features dvd release has no bonus features. 

     The present reviewer is greatly indebted to www.imcdb.org/movie-1847746-wakolda.html 

for information about vehicles seen in the film. Also thanks to the JTA  

(Jewish Telegraphic Agency) for its reprint of Nora Eldoc’s March 22, 1961 obituary. 

Considerable insight into the themes and mechanics of WAKOLDA can be gleaned from an 

article by Manya Steinkoler and Jessica Datema titled “Belonging is Uncanny: Wakolda or  

http://www.imcdb.org/movie-1847746-wakolda.html


The German Doctor,” available to peruse at 

http://thecandidatejournal.org/issues/6//leaders-groups-and-ideas. Another helpful and 

informative source is located at www.fandor.com/keyframe/wakoldas-study-in-contrasts. 

As usual, special thanks to IMDB for data about cast, crew, and technical details.   
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